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Abstract

Behaviors describing image processing algorithms manipulate arrayed variables that are typically
mapped to memories. These algorithms form the heart of portable communication and multimedia
applications that demand low power, hence power reduction of memory systems is a critical task.

In this report we present low power techniques for mapping arrays in the behavior to physical mem
ory, specifically for memory intensive behaviors that exhibit regularity in their memory access patterns.
Our approach exploits this regularity in memory accesses by reducing the number of transitions on the
memory address bus.

We present different strategies for mapping arrays in behaviors to physical memory and study their
impact on power dissipation. We describe an algorithm for selecting a memory mapping strategy to
achieve low power. We conducted experiments on several image processing benchmarks and observed
power savings of upto 56 % through reduced transition activity on the memory address bus.
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1 Introduction

The increasing demand for portable electronic equipment in recent times has led to extensive research
in low power design techniques. Applications like portable communications and multimedia drive the
trend towards reduction in power dissipation in VLSI systems.

Memory forms an important constituent of most such applications, and power reduction in memory
is an important task in such memory intensive applications. This makes memory an important target
for applying power minimization techniques. Studies have shown that power dissipation in the address
decoder and address buffers of typical memory chips constitute a significant (upto 50%) portion of
the power consumed in the memory chip [SIFM93]. This implies that design techniques leading to
decrease in power dissipation in this part of the memory will make a significant impact on the overall
power dissipation.

In this report we attempt to minimize power consumption at the behavioral level for memory
intensive behaviors that exhibit regularity in the memory access patterns. Application domains that
are memory intensive and which exhibit regular access patterns include digital signal processing,
image and audio applications. Image processing applications like the relaxation algorithms, filters,
compression algorithms and DSP applications like DCT and IDCT all fall in this category. Our
approach exploits this regularity in memory accesses by reducing the number of transitions on the
memory address bus.

It is a well known fact that signal transitions, as represented by switchings in logic-level bit values,
are the primary source of power consumption in CMOS circuits. Thus, most attempts at low power
design of CMOS at the logic or behavioral levels usually include an effort at minimizing the number
of signal transitions.

We present different memory address mapping strategies and study their effects on the power
dissipation by counting thenumber ofbit transitions ofthe address bus. We report several observations
on the mapping techniques from the experiments we conducted on examples from the Image Processing
applications domain. We also present an cilgorithm for selecting a memory mapping strategy for low
power.

In Section 2, we describe some related research in this field. In Section 3, we define the problem and
in Section 4 we describe our approach in detail. This is followed by a description of the experiments
and results in Section 6. We then present our conclusions and future plans.

2 Previous Work

Previous work on power minimization at the behavioral level has been addressed by considering archi
tectural transformations at the behavioral level to bring about areduction in the power consumption[CPMR95'
However, they have not addressed the impact of memory accesses in their transformations. Compiler
techniques developed in the past [KoND94] dealing with reduction in the number of memory accesses
during program execution, are directly applicable to the problem of power minimization, since reduc
tion in the number of memory accesses directly implies reduction in the number of switchings of the
memory address bus, the data bus, and the core memory circuitry.

In [WCFN94] transformations on the initial specification into an optimized form for reducing the
number of memory accesses are discussed. They report on the effect of caching schemes and reordering
of loops on power dissipation. Their work focusses on reducing the number of memory accesses only,
and does not consider further minimization of transition count for the given number of memory
accesses.



Approaches to reducing transition counts in arithmetic circuits with the ultimate objective of
reducing power are presented in [ErLa94]. They modify a conventional sign-detection circuit to reduce
the average number of transitions by eliminating some unnecessary transitions.

[HRPP94] and [01Ka94] report techniques for state assignment of Finite State Machines that
minimize the number of bit transitions in the state vector by using designer-specified state transition
probabilities.

Power reduction strategies for several specific applications have been reported in the past. In
[LiRa94] a low-power design for a vector quantizer is described. Such techniques are designed for
specific target applications, but may not have general applicability.

Our work reduces power consumption in the memory's addressing logic by reducing the number of
transitions on the address bus and is an extension of the compiler techniques for reducing the number
of memory accesses. We exploit regularity in the memory accesses and determine the mapping of
behavioral array references to physical memory locations to minimize address bus transitions. Our
technique can be applied in conjunction with previous approaches to obtain further power minimization
at the behavioral level.

3 Problem Definition

The domain on which our work is based includes memory intensive applications like image processing
and DSP, in which large arrays are involved. By memory intensive, we mean that the accesses to mem
ory that are frequent enough that optimizing the transition count of the address bus is a worthwhile
effort.

Power consumption in memory can be roughly cla.ssified into two categories - data-related and
address-related. Data-related power is the component of memory power contributed by the process
of transferring the data between the data bus and the memory location where the data is stored.
Address-related power refers to the component contributed by the addressing buffers and logic. Since
data-related power is dependent on the specific data involved (for which we have no control over), we
have not studied the minimization issues involved in this component. We have focussed, instead, on
the address-related power, since the memory access sequences are known at the specification stage.
Our approach exploits these memory access sequences to guarantee a reduction in the memory address
bus transitions, thereby leading to memory power reduction.

The target implementation of the specification could either be software compilation or synthesis
into hardware, since the issue of power dissipation is relevant to both cases, and the same strategy of
minimizing transition count on the external memory address bus is applicable.

Our technique takes as input the behavioral specification that is to be synthesized or compiled; the
output is the assignment of arrays in the specification to physical addresses in memory. For each array,
we output the expression for accessing an arbitrary memory element as a function of its behavioral
array index and the array dimensions.

The assumption made in this work is that all arrays in the specification are mapped to one single
port physical memory. For simplification of our discussion, we have assumed that every array element
occupies one memory word, although this assumption is not necessary in the analysis.



4 Approach

Figure 1 shows the basic model that we propose for our strategy of minimizing transition count on
the memory address bus.

Processor Logical
Address

Gray
Code

;;onvertei

Physical
Address

Physical

Memory

Memory Address Bustargenedfor
bit-transition minimization

Figure 1: Basic model used

We first assign the arrays in the specification to locations in a logical memory^ and employ a gray
code converter to map logical memory addresses to physical memory locations. The Gray Code con
verter converts a logical address into gray code thereby ensuring that access of consecutive logical
memory addresses results in the transition of exactly one bit on the memory address bus. By exploit
ing the recurrent array access patterns in the behavior, we can obtain an address mapping scheme
that minimizes transitions on the address bus, thereby leading to guaranteed power reduction over
conventional address mapping techniques. The Gray Code converter helps bring down the address
bus transition count to a minimum, but our memory mapping strategies are valid even in the absence
of the Gray Code converter from the architecture.

We illustrate our approach on a sample behavior shown in Figure 2(a). Figure 2(b) shows a
sequential mapping of the three arrays a, band c into logical memory. In this case, the sequence of
logical memory locations accessed is: 0, 3, 6,1, 4, 7, 2, 5and 8. This is also the sequence of values taken
by the memory address bus. The total number of bit transitions taking place during the execution of
the behavior is the sum ofhamming distances between each consecutive pair ofvalues, after conversion
into Gray Code. For the same example, we show in Figure 2(c) an alternative organization of arrays
into logical memory. In this case, the array elements have been stored in the order in which they
are accessed in the loop. This mapping, when converted into gray code, will ensure the transition of
exactly one bit on the memory address bus between consecutive accesses.

Figure 1 shows that we aim at minimizing the transitions on the physical memory address. This
is relevant because memory-intensive applications typically store large arrays in off-chip memories for
which the address bus is connected to a set of I/O pins. Since transitions in I/O pins consume a
significantly larger amount ofpower than signal transitions on chip, it is worthwhile to minimize the
power consumption on the I/O pins.

In this paper, we concentrate on memory mapping strategies of two dimensional arrays, since the
simple interleaving stTaXegy (discussed later) used in the previous example seems to work quite well for
one-dimensional arrays. We consider three important strategies when we attempt to find an effective
mapping of arrays into memory; Row-based, Column-based and Tile-based. We analyze the access
patterns of the array to be stored in the specification and determine which of the three mapping
styles is most effective in minimizing the address transitions. We use the term encoding to refer to the
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(a) Sample behavior (b) Sequential Mapping (b) Mapping exploiting
array reference patterns

Figure 2: A Simple Example

mapping style.

In addition to selecting an encoding style, we also describe how interleaving of multiple arrays can
be used to further minimize the transition count.

4.1 Encoding Schemes

Row-Based Encoding

The simplest way of mapping a logical array to physical memory (the approach most compilers use) is
to store the elements row-wise, that is, the elements of the first row are placed in consecutive memory
locations in order of increasing column index. This is followed by the elements of the second row in
the same order, and so on (Fig. 3).

Array in Behavior description Logical Memory

Figure 3: Row-based encoding of a 3 x 3 array

Column-Based Encoding

Column-based encoding is symmetrical to row-based encoding. Here, the elements of the first column
are stored in consecutive memory locations in order of increasing row index. This is followed by the
elements of the second column in the same order, and so on (Fig. 4).
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figure 4: Column-based encoding ofa 3 x 3 array

Tile-Based Encoding

This encoding style first partitions the bigger array into tiles ofsmaller rectangles, say, ofdimensions
XXy. Here, the elements of a row (or column) of tiles are stored in consecutive memory locations,
with the elements of the tiles themselves being stored in either row or column based format (Fig. 5).
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' I I

1
> I

j ! j

4 ITnE3 ! ITnE4 !
I I

'CUc:::]

1 1!th E51 jxnE61
I fi f
I >L— I I J

Array 'a' Logical Memory

Exanpleoftile-based encoding with tiles being stored inrow order andele
ments within a tile being stored in row order

Figure 5: Tile-based encoding ofa 4 x 9 array - with tiles ofsize 2x3

This is merely a generalization of the row and column based encodings into two levels. We could
theoretically extend this partitioning scheme into more levels, but as we discuss later, there is an
associated penalty to be paid in terms ofperformance of the design with increase in the complexity
of the mapping scheme.

The selection ofa memory mapping scheme is related to the complexity of computing the index
expressions (discussed later) generated to map the arrayed variable to a physical memory location.



The three encoding styles described result in relatively simple organization, that require the simplest
expressions to translate a given index into a memory location. It is possible that other strategies
might lead to even better power minimization, but might require more complex expressions.

4.2 Extraction of Access Pattern

We now describe how we analyze the input specification to extract the access patterns of the arrays.
This access pattern helps us decide which encoding style to use for each array. For the tile-based
encoding, the access pattern decides the dimensions of the tile to use. We clarify the procedure with
the following example (Fig. 6).

u[i-l][jhAlgorithm SOR
for (i = 1; i < N-1; i++)

for(j = l;j<N-l;j=j + 2){
res = a[i][j] » u[i+l]|j] + b[i][j] * u[i-l][j] +

c[i]|j] • u[i]Ij+l] + d[i][j] » u[i][j-l] +

u[i]Dl = u[i]Ul-(K*res)/e[i][j];
}

u[i][j-lh u[i]G] u[i]U+l

Iteration 1 Iteration 3

Iteration 2 Iteration 4

0 1 2 I I

u[i+l][

(a) Portion of the (simplifled) algorithm for Successive OverRelaxation showing
nestedloops (b) BasicRepeating pattern(c) Diagramof array 'u' showingelements
accessed in iterations of inner loop

Figure 6: Example (SOR) - Access Pattern of Array 'u'

Figure 6(a) shows the most important section ofthe code for a Successive Over Relaxation algorithm
[PTVF92] taken from the domain of Image Processing applications. The goal of our approach is to
take this description and determine the best strategy for mapping the arrays u, a, b, c, d, e and f
in the specification to locations in physical memory. The plus-shaped contour in Figure 6(b) shows
the basic access pattern of the elements of array u in the inner loop of the specification. Figure 6(c)
shows that this shape of accesses moves across by two columns to the right as we iterate through the
inner loop. The second iteration of the outer loop causes the first pattern of the previous loop to move



vertically down by one row. The remaining accesses of the inner loop are as before.
Note the overlap between successive patterns of the inner loop. The one element that is common

to successive patterns can be stored in a register instead ofbeing accessed again in the next iteration
[KoND94], hence the effective access pattern for this example is as shown in Figure 7. This pattern
determines the dimensions of the tile to be used in the tile-based encoding scheme. The smallest
rectangle that encloses this repeating shape forms the tile we use.

(a) Pattern showing new elements (b) Corresponding tile for tile-based encoding
accessed in each iteration (smallest rectangle enclosing pattern (a))

Figure 7: Access pattern determines dimensions of tile

4.3 Analysis

We now examine the effect on the number of address bit transitions in the three encoding styles for
the example of Figure 6.

In a row-based encoding, we notice that of the four new locations that are accessed (for a specific
value of i and j), only two locations (u[i][j] and u[i][j-|-l]) are in consecutive memory locations. This
means that out of the four accesses to array u, only one access is guaranteed to cause a single bit
transition (because of the Gray Code converter which ensures that only one bit changes in the address
for consecutive locations in the logical memory.) The order of access is, of course, important, and our
analysis assumes that the compiler does arrive at the best possible access order.

In a column-based encoding, the three locations corresponding to a[i-l]|j], a[i][j] and a[i-f l][j] are
consecutive, but the fourth (a[i][j-t-l]) is out of sequence. This results in two out of the four ac
cesses resulting in single bit changes, which clearly makes this more desirable compared to row-based
encoding.

In the tile-based encoding, in the first iteration of the outer loop, the first three accesses are in
sequence, like the previous case. However, in the second iteration, the three locations a[i][j], a[i-f l][j]
and a[i-f-2][j] are no longer in sequence (since a[i-|-2][j] lies in adifferent partition). The third iteration
of the outer loop is similar to the second iteration. The fourth iteration behaves like the first, etc.

The general algorithm for selecting a mapping scheme for a 2-level nested loop, involving a two-
dimensional array, is shown in Figure 8. Let the index of the inner loop be i and the outer loop
index be j. The first step is to analyze the array accesses in the loop and identify the basic repeating
pattern. Let Rbe the enclosing rectangle of this pattern. We first examine the applicability of tile-
based encoding to this rectangle. Let the length of Ralong the ^dimension be Lj and the length along
i-dimension be X,. If the increment of the outer loop is greater than Lj/2, we select tile-encoding
(condition 1). Otherwise, we select column-encoding or row-encoding depending on whether Lj >Li



or Lj < Li (condition 2). If Lj = Li, we arbitrarily select row-encoding.

Algorithm 1: Selection of Memory Mapping Strategy
Let the inner loop index be i and outer loop index be j
Extract the basic repeating shape from the access patterns

Determine the enclosing rectangle R
Let j'-dimension of R beI, and^-dimension be Lj

If incrementofy in outer loop > Z^/2 (1)
then use tile-encoding

else

if Zj > U (2)
then use column-encoding

else

use row encoding
end If

end if

Figure 8: Algorithm for selection of memory mappng strategy

Taking the SOR example of Figure 6, we determine the enclosing rectangle for the repeating pattern
to be ofsize 2x3. Increment ofouter loop is 1, which is less than (| x3), the j-dimension ofrectangle
R being 3. In other words, condition (1) is not satisfied. Now, since condition (2) is satisfied, we use
column encoding for array u.

The idea behind the condition (2) used to select between row and column encoding is that if the
corresponding dimension of the rectangle is larger, then there is a higher likelihood of more elements
being accessed from consecutive locations.

The tile-based encoding, in the example before, seems to fare better than one form (row-encoding
in that example) and roughly as good as the other (column-based), mainly because of the fact that
the elements to be accessed are in proper order in one iteration of the outer loop, but fall out of place
in the next few iterations.

In other words, if the rectangles corresponding to the access pattern in successive iterations have a
big overlap, then tile-based encoding fares poorly. If, however, the overlap is not significant (say less
than half, as in condition (1)), and most of the elements are accessed only once, then the tile-based
encoding is preferable, since it stores the array elements in roughly the same order as they are accessed.
The tile-based encoding does particularly well if the algorithm partitions the two dimensional array
and operates on the smaller blocks. In this case, the smaller partitions can form the tiles.

4.4 Index Expressions

After selecting a memory mapping strategy, we need to define a scheme for the generation of an ap
propriate index expression for accessing an arbitrary behavioral element a[i][j] in the mapped memory.
By index expression we mean an expression that is a function of i, j and the start address of the array
in memory, such that we can obtain the actual memory address for element a[i][j] by substituting the
values of i and j. For the SOR example of Figure 5, we have the following index expressions.

Row Encoding -
a[i][j]: A+(i XMAX) +j (3)



Column Encoding -

a[{\[j]:A + {jxMAX) + i (4)

where A is the start address of array a of dimensions MAX x MAX.

Tiled Encoding - For a rectangular tile of size 2 x 3, we have the following computation of the
index expression for tile-based encoding:

Condition Address in Logical Memory
i mod 3 = 0 A -|- i x MAX -|- 3j = A -|- i x MAX + 3j
i mod 3=1 A -I- (i-1) x MAX -t- 3j -I- 1 = A -h i x MAX -|- 3j - (MAX - 1)
i mod 3= 2 IA+ (i-2) x MAX -f3j-f-2 = A-Hx MAX -f 3j - 2 x (MAX - 1)

which, then generalizes to:

a[«][j]: A+ (i XMAX) + 3j - (imod 3) x {MAX - 1) (5)
In the general case, for a two dimensional array ofsize MAX x MAX, the index expression generated

taking a rectangular tile of dimension M x N into consideration is:

a[i][j]: A-I- (i XMAX) + {N x j) - {i mod N) x {MAX - 1)

This expression is independent ofM(the horizontal length ofthe tile.) This expression is valid for
a tile that moves horizontally in the inner iteration, and where the elements within a tile are stored
column-wise. Symmetric expressions arise for other cases. (In some other cases, the expression might
be a function of M, and independent of N.)

From (3), (4) and (5) we see that the index expression in the case oftile encoding is slightly more
complicated. The following additional operations take place: the modulus operation (i mod 3), the
multiplication of (i mod 3) and (MAX - 1) and the subtraction: 3j - (i mod 3) x (MAX - 1).

Thus the efficiency in terms of power of the tile encoding will need to be traded off against an
increase in delay, in comparison to the simple row and column encoding styles.

4.5 Interleaving

Array interleaving is another interesting technique that can be used for reducing the bit transitions
on the memory address bus. This refers to the interleaving ofelements ofmore than one array so that
successively accessed array elements are consecutive in the logical memory.

We illustrate array interleaving for two arrays a and b in Figure 9. We notice in the algorithm of
Figure 6(a) that the elements a[i][j], b[i][j], c[i]|J], d[i]|j], e[i][j] and f[i][j] are all accessed exactly once
in each iteration of the inner loop. This prompts us to interleave the storage of the six arrays such
that elements accessed in each iteration are stored together.

For the above scheme, the index expressions for accessing element (ij) for the six arrays will look
like:

a[i]D] IA-f ((i XMAX) -h j) x 6
b[i][j] A-h((ixMAX)-hj)x6 + l
c[i][j] A -f ((i X MAX) -I- j) X 6 -I- 2
d[i]D] A -f- ((i X MAX) + j) x 6 -f 3
e[i]Lj] A -f ((i X MAX) -|- j) x 6 -f 4
f[i]0] IA-K(i XMAX) -h j) X6 -I- 5



a[0][0] a[0][l]

a[l][0] a[l][l]

b[0][0] b[0][l]

b[l][0] b[l][l]

a[0][0]

b[0][0]

a[0][l]

b[0][l]

a[l][0]

b[l][0]

a[l][l] Logical Memory
b[l][l]

Arrays a and b are stored in a row-based interleaved fashion

Figure 9; Interleaving of multiple arrays

Compared to the ordinary row or column encoding schemes for the individual arrays, the inter
leaving in this fashion involves an additional multiplication and increment operation in the index
expression.

To reduce bit transitions still further, we could follow a tiled interleaved approach - i.e., combine
the tiling of array u with interleaving with the six arrays (a, b, c, d, e and f). This would mean storing
a few elements of u, followed by one element of each array in a repetitive fashion. An example of this
technique is shown in Figure 11. The figure shows a section of the storage pattern. Three elements of
imagel (corresponding to the tile) are stored with one form image2 for maximum efficiency of accesses.
Elements of the remaining two rows of imageB are stored right after. The pattern then repeats.

Interleaving these six arrays (a, b, c, d, e and f) with u might lead to a marginal decrease in power,
but would lead to much more complicated index expressions for all the arrays.

5 Experiments and Results

We conducted experiments for testing the efficacy of various memory mapping schemes on several
examples taken from the Image Processing applications domain. In this section we report the results
and our observations.

We used the cumulative count of the bit transitions on the memory address bus during the execution
of the algorithm as a power consumption metric for each memory mapping technique. We varied the
dimension of the arrays and studied the effects of the mapping schemes on the power consumption.

Figure 10 shows the variation of the total transition count with respect to the dimension of the
arrays for the SOR example. All arrays are of the form MAX x MAX, so MAX was varied along
the x-axis. The curve marked Seq (Row) gives the total transition count for a row-based encoding
without the Gray Code converter (Fig. 1), while the one marked Seq (Row) Gray gives the total
transition count for the same encoding with the Gray Code converter. Likewise for the Seq (Col) and
Seq (Col) Gray columns. This illustrates the difference in transition counts due to the Gray Code
converter alone. The curve marked Tiled shows the transitions for the tile-based encoding discussed
before, while the one marked Tiled (Highly Interleaved) shows the same encoding style with all arrays
interleaved together (this last one does marginally better than the tiled encoding, but leads to more
complex index expressions.)

The column encoding with the Gray Code converter does roughly as well as the Tiled encoding.
In this case, the column encoding is stiU preferable, since it results in a simpler index expression



compared to the Tiled encoding, while performing equally well in terms of transition count.

400000

300000

^ 200000
to

100000

Seq (Row)
Seq (Row) Gray
Seq (Col)
Seq (Col) Gray
Tiled

Tiled (Highly Interieaved)

40 60 80

MAX array dimension

Figure 10: Transition Counts for the different mapping techniques for example SOR, as a function of array
dimension (MAX)

Figure 11 illustrates the application of tiling and interleaving tothe Laplace example. Figure 11(a)
shows the algorithm implemented by Laplace and Figure 11(b) shows the repeating pattern. The tiling
rectangle inferred is shown in Figure 11(c).

Figure 11(d) illustrates the storage pattern in the tiled interleaved approach by showing a section
of the memory locations. Alongwith the elements in the tile (of size 1 x 3) of array imagel, we
also store the element of array image2 that is accessed in the same iteration, thereby minimizing the
bit transition count. Since this involves storing one element from image2 for every three elements of
image1, we store the elements of the remaining two rows of image2 after storing one row of tiles of
image1.

Figure 12 shows the effect of interleaving on the transition count. The tiled-highly-interleaved
encoding style yields more power savings for Laplace, but it gives rise to more complicated index
expressions, as indicated before.



Algorithm Laplace
for (i = 1; i < MAX-1; i++)

for (j = 1; j < MAX-1; j++) {
image2[i][j] =

imagel[i-l][j-l] +
-2 * unagel[i][j-l] +
imagel[i+l][j-l] +
-2 ♦ imagel[i-l][j] +
4 ♦ imagel[i][j] *
-2 * imagel[i+l][j] +
imagel[i-l]U+l] +
-2 * imagel[i]|j+l] +
iinagel[i+l][j+l];

}
(a)Algorithm for Laplace program

(c) Basic repeating shape of newly accessed
elements in imagel in every iteration

I—1 r—I I—I r—1 r—i
I I I I I I I I I I• ii fi ii ii I

H——Lh—Lh—In—I
• >• •• ii .1 I

I I i I I I I I I I
I I I I I

I I I • I I I I I >I I* i' i' I

1—I i' i' i' I

I >1 I I I I I I >
L-J L_J L_J L_J I. I

Iteration 1 Iteration 2

(b) Access pattern of array imagel

imageI[i-I][j+I]

imagel[i][j+l]

imageI[i+I][j+I]

image2[i][j]

imagel[i-I]lj+2]

imageI[i][j+2]

imageI[i+I][j+2]

Jma^e201[i+lJ__

image2[i+l][j]

image2[i+l][j+I]

image2[i+2][j]

image2[i+2][J+l]

Imagel (one row
of tiles) and
Image2 (Row i)
interleaved

Image2
Row (i+1)

Image2
Row (i+2)

(d) Tiling ofarray imagel (e) Interleaved storage ofarrays imagel and image2

Figure 11: Example - Laplace
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Figure 12: Transition Count for the different mapping techniques for example Laplace



Algorithm GSR
/* float u[MAX][MAX]

for (ipass=l; ipass<=2; ipass-H-, jsw=3-jsw) { /* Red and black sweeps *!
isw = jsw;

for (j=2; j<MAX-l; j++, isw=3-isw)
for (i=isw+l; i<MAX-l; i+=2)

/* the Gauss-Seidel formula *!

u[i][j] = 0.25 ♦ (u[i+l][j]+u[i-l][j]+u[i][j+l]+u[i][j-l]-h2*rhs[i]a]);

)

300000

100000

Seq [Row]
Seq (Row) Gray
Seq (Coh

• ••• Seq (Col) Gray
Tiled

4.

20 40 60 80
MAX array dimension

Figure 13: Transition Count graph for example GSR



200000

Algorithm Lowpass
/♦ float a[MAX][MAX]; */

for (i=0; i<MAX; i++) {
for (j=0; j<MAX; j-H-) {

a[i][j] = cO ♦ a[i-l][j-l] + cl *a[i-l]U] + c2* a[i-l]Ij+l] +
c3 ♦ a[i]|j-l] + c4 * a[i]Ij] + c5 * a[i][j+l] +
c6 ♦ a[i+l][j-l] + c7 ♦ a[i+l]|j] +c8 ♦ a[i+l][j+l];

}
}

Row - no Gray Code
Row - Gray Code
Col - no Gray Code
Col - Gray Code
Tiled

///•' •.

20 40 60 80
MAX array dimension

Figure 14: Transition Count graph for example Lowpass



Algonthm Compress
for (i=l; i<MAX; i-H-) {

for(j=l;j<MAX;j++){
prediction = 2 * a[i-l][j-l] + a[i-l][j] + a[i][j-l];
a[i]|j] = a[i][j] - prediction;

}

}

Seq (Row)
Seq (Row) Gray
Seq (Col)
Seq (Col) Gray
Tilea

40 60 80
MAX array dimension

Figure 15: Transition Count graph for example Compress



Algorithm Linear
/* double sa[MAX], sb[MAX], b5[MAX], kbSi is a constant*^

for(l=l ;1<=1000;1-H-) {
for (k=0 ; k<MAX - kbSi; k-H-) {

b5[k+kb5i] = sa[k] + stb5*sb[k];
stb5 = b5[k+kb5i] - stb5;

}
for (i=l; i<=MAX; i-H-) {

k = MAX - i - kbSi;

b5[k+kb5i] = sa[k] + stb5*sb[k];
stb5 = b5[k+kb5i] - stb5;

Sequential (Non interleaved, no Gray Code)
Sequential (Non Interleaved, Gray Code)

— Interleaved (Gray Code)

40 60 8i
MAX array dimension

Figure 16: Transition Count graph for example Linear



Algorithm Wavelet

/* float wksp[MAX+MAX], a[MAX] */

if (filter = 0)

for (i=0d=0; j<(MAX-3)/2; j+=2,1++) {
wksp[i] = CO*a[j] + Cl*alj+1] + C2*a[j+2] + C3*a[j+3];
wksp[i+MAX] = C3*a[j] -C2*a|j+1] + CPa[j+2] - C0*alj+3];

}
else /* transpose */

for (i=0,j=0; j<(MAX-3)/2; j+=2, i++) {
wksp[i] = C0*a[j+2]+ Cl*a[j+3] + C2»a[j44] + C3*a[j+5];
wksp[i+MAX] = C3*a[j+2] - C2*a[j+3] + Cl*a|j44] - C0*alj+5];

}

Sequential (Non Interleaved, no Gray Code)
Sequential (Non Interleaved, Gray Code)
Interleaved (Gray Code)

40 60 80
MAX array dimension

Figure 17: Transition Count graph for example Wavelet



5.1 Analysis and Observations

Figures 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 show sections of some other image processing algorithms and their
corresponding transition count graphs. For the GSR example of Figure 13, we notice that the Row
Encoding (Gray Code) performs the best. This is because the repeating pattern in the inner loop
proceeds vertically downwards. In the Xou^pass example of Figure 14, Tiled Encoding performs roughly
as well as the Column Encoding (Cray Code). In the Compress example of Figure 15, we note that
the Column Encoding (Cray Code) performs marginally better than the Tiled Encoding. Figures
16 (Linear) and 17 (Wavelet) illustrate the importance of Interleaving of arrays - they both involve
one-dimensional arrays. We note that the algorithm presented in Figure 8 selects the best memory
mapping technique for the examples on which we conducted our experiments.

We note that Cray Code encoding leads to some wastage of memory space when the total amount
of memory used is not close toa power of 2, since in this scheme, the highest address location with an
n bit address bus, (2" - 1), occurs roughly after | x 2" locations. For example, if the total memory

used is 100 words, we need a memory ofsize 128 ifwe use the Cray Code converter, whereas without
it, we would use only 100 words.

Currently the designer is responsible for identifying the most important loop of the specification on
which the memory mapping scheme has to be based. Identification of the appropriate nested loops to
examine is important, otherwise it might lead to conflicting mapping results (since the arrays could
be accessed in different ways in different parts ofthe specification.)

Our technique is also applicable when multiple elements fit into one memory word. In this case,
one word read from memory results in multiple elements being accessed.

We have not studied the effect ofthe address generation logic (i.e., the logic that implements the
index expression), on power consumption. We believe the power dissipation for addressing logic is of
secondary importance, since the power dissipated at the I/O pins are an order of magnitude larger
and it makes more sense to optimize for the power dissipated on the address bus (which is an I/O pin)
first.

We note that the row or column encoding seems to be more effective than the tiled encoding when
the array dimension, MAX is a power of two, no matter what the access pattern. This is because the
addition of MAX to an address (a frequently occurring phenomenon in most array access patterns)
translates toa change of very few bits in the row and column encoding case (since MAX has only one
'1' and the rest 'O's).

Transition Count

Example Row Encoding Best Encoding % Reduction
Compress 100438 56409 44%

CSR 229652 229652 0%
Laplace 256665 160703 38%
Linear 2912 1851 36%

Lowpass 194567 118764 39%
SOR 324461 157846 51%

Wavelet 323 143 56%

Table 1: Power Savings for Image Processing Examples

Table 1 summarizes our experimental results by comparing the total transition counts for the row



encoding to the best encoding out of the ones we have considered, for seven examples from the Image
Processing domain. The values represent the transition counts for the value of MAX (array dimension)
set to 100. We observe significant decreases in the memory address bus transition counts, indicating
guaranteed power reduction for these examples.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this report we studied the impact of mapping of array elements to physical memory address on the
power consumption of the resulting design. We proposed an algorithm for examining the important
access patterns of arrays in the specification, and choosing an appropriate mapping strategy.

We conducted experiments on several imageprocessing benchmarks that exhibited various (regular)
memory access patterns. Our memory mapping algorithm selected the best mapping for low power
on these examples and resulted in savings of upto 56 % in power consumption. This report therefore
highlights the importanceof selecting an appropriate memory mapping technique for low power design.

In the future we plan to extend our strategies to include a more flexible and general architectural
model, like the more realistic case of multiple physical memories of fixed dimensions.
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